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Dear Clients, 
 
In 2014 we saw a stark divergence of returns between large U.S. stocks and the returns of 
International stocks. Large U.S. stocks (as measured by the S&P 500 index1) finished up 
13.7% while international stocks (as measured by the MSCI EAFE index) finished down       
-4.9%. In fact, the last time we saw such a wide difference in returns between U.S. and 
international stocks on a calendar year basis was in 1997. 
 
Additionally, over the last five years large U.S. stocks have outperformed international 
stocks by just over 10% per year. The last time large U.S. stocks outperformed by that wide 
of a margin over a five calendar year period was the go-go tech years of 1996 through 
2000. However, high valuations eventually caught up with U.S. stocks and international 
stocks outperformed for six consecutive years from 2002 through 2007 by over 8% per 
year.  
 
It is hard to know when cycles will change but they eventually do. However, before things 
change we can always count on the media to paint a compelling narrative for why the 
current trend will continue. The media, like most people, often falls victim to recency bias. 
That is what psychologists would describe as the tendency to think that trends or patterns 
from the recent past will continue into the future. Below are some examples of some 
narratives from the media in 2007 after international stocks had been handily beating U.S. 
stocks for over 5 years. 
 

 
China:  

Dawn of a new Dynasty 
Germany Revs Up:  

As Companies like BMW grow 
more nimble, the nation’s 
economy gathers speed. 

(person of the year) 
Vladimir Putin: 

Tsar of the New Russia 

 



These types of narratives sure painted a feel good international picture. Now fast forward to 
today and U.S. stocks have outperformed international stocks by approximately 8% per 
year since the start of 2008 (this includes outperforming China and Germany by 7% per 
year and Russia by 22% per year). So what kind of narratives are we seeing dominate 
now? Below are some examples from last year. 
 
 

 
China Loses its allure: 

Why life is getting harder for 
foreign companies 

Europe’s economy: 
(with a bird hooked up to an IV) 

Russia’s wounded Economy 

 
And to complete the picture of current narratives we have the below from this year. 
 

Roar Eagle Roar! 
What the U.S. got right, and 

Europe got wrong about post-
crisis economics 

 
News stories ebb and flow, unfortunately for investors, news stories rarely lead you in the 
right direction. They report on what happened in the past.  Many news stories are designed 
to illicit an emotional response, and rarely are good investment decisions made based on 
emotions. Benjamin Graham, often called the “father of value investing”, put it well when he 
said “Buy not on optimism, but on arithmetic.” 
 
It’s important to be aware of valuations of assets not stories. A great story means very little 
if an asset is already priced for perfection. Similarly, a bad story means little if an asset is 
priced for the worst case. Investments are all about the price you pay, not the stories you 
hear. 
 



Perspective 
 

Years like 2014 can be very telling about how investors interpret their returns and it 
highlights some very well-known behavioral biases. 
 
Ask an investor in the United States how stocks performed in 2014 and you are likely to 
hear a number that relates to the S&P 500 or the Dow Jones Industrial Average (Dow). Why 
is that? The fact is those only represent portions of the US stock market and ignore 
international stocks all together. Chalk it up to what psychologists call availability bias. Turn 
on CNBC and you will see the performance of those two stock indexes constantly cycling on 
the screen. Those are also the most frequently referenced indexes in the financial section of 
most papers. You hardly hear any mention of the global indexes which include stocks from 
all over the world. This is an example of an availability bias, meaning people have a 
tendency to form an opinion (in this case about all stocks) on the basis of whatever is 
readily brought to mind (those narrow market indexes which are so often mentioned). 
 
The reality is Standard and Poor’s (who publishes the S&P 500 index) also reports a Global 
index constructed to represent all stocks. It doesn’t leave out companies like Nestle, Toyota, 
Bayer, BP or Airbus just because they are not based in the U.S.  The S&P Global Broad 
Market Index returned 3.9% last year, significantly less than the S&P 500’s 13.7% return. 
 
When it comes to how investors feel about their returns, availability bias can be a problem 
because it quickly translates to another bias known as anchoring. In psychology, anchoring 
is the common tendency to attach or “anchor” our thoughts to a single reference point or 
piece of information, even when there are more important or relevant factors to consider. 
 

Keeping Your Goals in Focus 
 
The reality is the S&P 500, or any all stock index, is not a good reference point for a global 
multi-asset portfolio. The whole point of designing a diversified portfolio is so that the 
success of reaching your goals and objectives is not related to the return sequence of one 
asset type or one arbitrary grouping of stocks (such as the S&P 500). By investing in assets 
with different return patterns and rebalancing, you can potentially end up with better results 
than either could have produced on their own.  
 
For instance, suppose you were to have the choice of investing in Toyota and/or Ford 20 
years ago (1/1/1995 to 12/31/2014). If you would have known that Toyota would return 
7.1% per year and Ford would return 4.3% per year over that 20 year period nobody 
probably would have wanted to invest in Ford. Clearly, Toyota was the better choice. 
However, if you had invested 50% in Toyota and 50% in Ford and rebalanced every year, 
you would have returned 8.8% per year2. 
 
While that is not always the case, it highlights the fact that returns are not purely a function 
of what performs better over one specific timeframe, but is also reliant on the sequence of 
those returns. Even if you knew for certain that US stocks would perform better than 
international stocks for the next 10 years, it does not mean you would be better off by 
completely avoiding international stocks. 
 
 



We build portfolios with the intent of smoothing the returns over time. We believe this is 
especially important for those who will require drawing income out of their portfolios. 
Regardless of the objective of your portfolio, we will encourage you to always keep your 
focus on the end goal for your funds and not to be distracted by subconscious “anchor” 
points.  

 
Conclusion 

 
The topic du jour in the media is ever changing and investment cycles come and go. Your 
end goals and objectives change much less often. We don’t know exactly when the cycles 
will ebb and flow. However, your portfolios and the rebalancing which takes place within the 
portfolios are designed with the understanding and expectation of these cycles.  
 
As always, we look forward to serving you into the future and encourage you to call or e-
mail with any questions. 
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Opinions expressed are not intended as investment advice or to predict future performance.  All information is 
believed to be from reliable sources; however, we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy.  All 
economic and performance information is historical and not indicative of future results.  The S&P 500 is an 
unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general.  You cannot invest 
directly in an index.  Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
 
1 – Source used for all index returns is Morningstar Direct. 
2 – Less any trading costs for the buy & sell to rebalance at the start of each year. Source: Morningstar Direct. 
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